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Teacher Institute

The Teacher Institutes developed when the Maryland School for the
Deaf, the Kendall School, the West Virginia School for the Deaf, and the
Virginia School for the Deaf felt the need for staff members to meet, to
exchange ideas, to discuss current problems and trends, and to attempt
the solution of some common problems. The Institutes have become an-
nual affairs and meetings are generally held at the same time as the State
Teachers' Conventions in the fall.

In the fall of 1969, the Institute was sponsored by the Maryland School
for the Deaf. Representatives of schools and agencies in nearby states
and two foreign countries participated, in addition to staffs of the origi-
nal four schools.

The Proceedings of the Teacher Institute at the Maryland School for
the Deaf is made available jointly by the Council of Organizations Serving
the Deaf and the Maryland School for the Deaf.



To the Profession . . .

David M. Denton,
Superintendent of the Maryland School for the Deaf

With each additional communication
deprived deaf child who comes to us for
evaluation and possible enrollment, there
comes also an overpowering awareness
that this child has been cheated. With
each encounter with disillusioned and
embittered parents who discover, much
too late, that they have been denied the
opportunity of sharing meaningfully in
the growth and development of their
child, there is a compulsion to speak out
for the child, his parents, and for efforts
to alter the causes of the problem.

It has long been recognized, clinically,
by many educators and administrators
that there has been a need for the use of
a combined or total communication sys-
tem for deaf children.* Because of the
obviousness of this need for a total com-
munication system many schools have
provided such, even though it was
done, in part, in a clandestine manner.
Reluctance to develop and promote a
system of free communication in the
schools has been based primarily upon a
fear of parental and public disfavor. Un-
fortunately, in many cases, the use of
total communication was permitted only
as a last resort, after the child had
experienced repeated failure under an
oral only system which denied him ade-
quate opportunity to communicate with
full meaning and understanding.

The time has passed when educators of
deaf children need depend solely upon
clinical judgment or experience in order
to evaluate the merit of total or combined
communication. The pioneering programs
and extensive research of educators such
as Marshall Hester (1963), E. Ross Stuck-
less and J. W. Birch (1966), Sociologist
Kay Meadow (1967, 1968), Psycho lin-

*By total communication we mean the right of
a deaf child to learn to use all forms of communi-
cation available to develop language competence.
This includes the full spectrum, child devised
gestures, speech, formal signs, finger spelling,
speechreading, reading and writing. To every
deaf child should also be provided the opportunity
to learn to use any remnant of residual hearing he
may have by employing the best possible elec-
tronic equipment for amplifying sound.
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guist Eric Lenneberg (1967 ab), Speech
Pathologists Boris Morkovin (1968) and
Stephen P. Quigley (1961, 1969), Psychol-
ogists Hans Furth (1966), George Mont-
gomery (1966) and McCay Vernon
(1969), and Psychiatrists Eugene Mindel
(1968, 1969), Hilde Schlesinger (1967),
Robert Sharoff (1959) and Roy R.
Grinker, Sr. (1969), give solid docu-
mentary and theoretical support to the
early and continued use of manual and
oral communication. Language develop-
mem is more rapid, mental health is bet-
ter, and speechreading and speech are,
in general, as good or better. (Vernon,
1969).

This editorial is an appeal to the con-
science and conviction of the profession
to support openly and hopefully what has
been demonstrated to be of substantial
benefit to deaf children. It is now imper-
ative that educators provide those tools
necessary for expanded academic learn-
ing and improved psycho-social devel-
opment. No longer can we, with integ-
rity, deny deaf children the full commu-
nication required for educational growth
and psychosocial development.

The courage of men like Marshall Hes-
ter, the continued efforts of the National
Association of the Deaf and the increas-
ing intellectual openness of the profes-
sion to total communication, must be re-
flected in the courage and conviction of
leading educators and administrators . . .

courage measured by the willingness of
these leaders to demonstrate these quali-
ties in their own programs and to pub-
licly state their position. For too long,
we have allowed the few with the cour-
age to speak out to carry the heavy and
hazardous burden for the silent major-
ity. Deaf persons have, in many cases,
seen their interests and their cause aban-
doned through the apathy and fear of
those in education upon whom they have
depended most.

We who hold the fate of deaf children
in our hands must decide if our profes-



sional lives are to be committed to these
children or to our own selfish interests.
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Communication,
Psycho linguistics and Deafness

Dr. Donald F. Moores, Assistant Professor,
Department of Education, University of Minnesota

My first reaction to being asked to deal
with a topic so broad and ill-defined as
communication, or even its stepchild
psycholinguistics, is best described as one
of panic. I imagine I feel somewhat like
the astronomer who found that his as-
signed lecture was to be on "the universe
and other things." The most common
mistake made by experts in communica-
tion, or by people who tend to talk about
and around the subject, is that for the
most part they never define the term
and therefore, lacking a common ground
of agreement, frequently fail to com-
municate their most basic points. There-
fore, whether you agree with it or not,
the first task I have set for myself is to
make you aware of my frame of refer-
ence. To me communication is one of
the most important, if not most impor-
tant, aspects of behaviorboth human
and non-human. Communication, broad-
ly defined, involves any interaction be-
tween living organisms and can be ob-
served up and down the phylogenetic
scale from the amoeba to the most com-
plex forms of primate life. Mating, fight-
ing, and the specialized signaling sys-
tems of organisms such as 'Ards, bees,
and fire ants are all coverer. 'er this
general category. Not only -) same
species communicate with ek ler but
there is abundant evidence of interspe-
cies communication. Man communicates
with dogs ,with chimpanzees and with a
variety of wild and domestic animals.
It can even be said that plants and ani-
mals can communicate. For example,
certain plants project an unmistakable,
even if false, message to bees.

For human beings, the most important
sub-category in communication must be
language. Language is something that
is uniquely human which transcends the
animal limitation to the here and now or
to some instinctive innate patterns of
behavior. Language is dependent on
learning and it is modifiable by experi-
4

ence. One of the most noticeable as-
pects of human language is this very fact
that it must be learned. It is not passed
on Irom parent to child through germ
plasm; it does not develop naturally. A
child of German ancestry does not auto-
matically develop proficiency in German
and a child of Spanish ancestry does
not automatically develop proficiency in
Spanish. The essence of language is its
arbitrary nature. To put it simply, there
is nothing horsey about the word horse.
The same concept can be expressed by
the German word pferd or Spanish
caballo. The secret of language is that
it is novel yet appropriate; given the
knowledge of a limited number of mean-
ingful units in the language, a competent
speaker can combine and recombine
these units to an almost infinite degree
so that he can produce and understand
normal utterances which are appropriate
to the situation in which he might find
himself.

If for human beings the most impor-
tant aspect of communication is lan-
guage, then the most important category
of language for most people must , be
speech. The vast majority of children
with intact auditory systems learn their
language through an oral medium. Their
language is developed through the first
five or six years of life by means of
speech input and production. For them,
other potential aspects of language such
as reading or writing, or even finger-
spelling, the language of signs, or Morse
Code are secondary and are learned on
the basis of the primary system, speech.
There are two basic realities of which
we, as educators of the deaf, must remain
consistently aware. First, speech is the
most common early mode of communica-
tion in our society. However, it is not
necessarily the only mode of communi-
cation in our society.

Given such a frame of reference, it
might be beneficial to take a look at the



present state of the field of education of
the deaf. It can be argued that Western
man, regardless of the circumstances
in which he finds himself, tends to
perceive his world in much the same
way; he equates the past with failure,
the present with change, and the future
with success. Basically, this encapsu-
lates my Weltanschuing or world view.
Whether these perceptions reflect my
native optimism or are reflections of
the world of reality remains to be seen.
Obviously, we are at a stage of agonizing
self reappraisal. Most of us have read
the Babbidge report which so devasta-
tingly and graphically outlined the in-
adequacies and insufficiencies of our
programs throughout the country. We
all have read or heard of report after
report which so depressingly and con-
sistently point to one inescapable con-
clusiontypically the children who
leave our programs are limited to a
fourth grade reading level. We know
that thousands of our children after
years and years of intensive training
in articulation are unable orally to make
even their most basic needs known.
We know that children who are ex-
pected to rely on it to the greatest
degree, children with the most pro-
found hearing losses, are unable to
speechread as well as hard of hearing
children. We know that children pour
out of our programs in tat endless stream
unable to write even the most simple
grammatical English sentence.

Given this der) astation, this irrefutable
evidence, we are being forced to move
past that comfortable period in which
we were able to Leal mainly in cliches.
The trite sayings and slogans of the
recent past not only are now unaccept-
able, but they stand as a mockery of
our results. The panaceas of the past
have been tried and found wanting.
We cannot sit back and wait for medi-
cine to eliminate deafness in our society
and we have no reason to anticipate the
magical development of any hearing aid
that will bring clear speech signals to
the most profoundly deaf child. Recent
arguments that once we had established
preschool programs our problems would
be solved are now muted. The extension
of traditional methods which have failed
with six year olds down to the two and

three year level have been doomed to
failure, as the results have demonstrated.
Basically, we must be doing something
wrong. There must be some aspect, or
aspects, of communication, of language,
and of speechsome essential compon-
entthat educators of the deaf have
failed to grasp.

For years, even decades, it has been
argued by some psychologists and lin-
guists that 'the roots of speech and of
language are separate. The work of
Piaget in Switzerland and Vygotsky in
Russia gave great im petus to the idea
many years ago in Ewope. If we accept
such a tenet, then we must admit that
it is possible to develop speech without
language, anr3 also that it is possible
to develop language without speech.
I submit that both of these sins have
been widely commited in educational
systems for the deaf in the United
States. We all know of programs that
have concentrated almost exclusively on
the development of articulation skills at
the expense of linguistic competency.
And we also know of programsdespite
official disclaimersin which adminis-
trators and teachers are all too eager
to give up on the development of speech
skills and rely almost completely on
manual communication with children
who have potentially adequate residual
hearing, speech, and speech reading
abilities to enable them to function in a
predominantly oral environment.

Fifteen years ago perhaps people
could have been excused for equating
speech with language, or thinking that
speech encompassed all aspects of lan-
guage. Others perhaps could have been
excused for thinking that we had to
choose between speech and language.
I believe that we have not been suffi-
ciently aware of how deeply these two
basic misconceptions have colored our
thinking. As an example, consider the
reasoning behind the two most extreme
poles in education of the deaf. The
argument for one extreme goes some-
thing like this. "It is a hearing world.
Our children must learn to live in a
hearing world. Hearing people speak.
Our children must learn to speak. Man-
ual communication inhibits the develop-
ment of speech. Manual communication
cannot be allowed." By the same token
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consider the other extreme. "It is very
difficult to teach speech to profoundly
deaf people. If I have to choose between
speech and language, I will choose lan-
guage. Too much time is wasted on
speech training at the expense of lan-
guage skills. Therefore we will con-
centrate on the development of langauge
through manual communication and ig-
nore the development of speech which
deaf children never master anyway."

Now, when parents are presented with
such arguments and are asked to make
the agonizing choice between speech
and langauge, it is obvious that because
most of them want their children to be
normal, i.e. hearing, they will opt for
speech. Perhaps most educators and psy-
chologists, faced with the same decision,
would cast their preference for language.
But the fact remains, and it is a fact,
that this agonizing choice is, in actuality
a false one. More and more people are
beginning to realize that there is no
need to choose between speech and lan-
guage, that both can be developed to
far higher levels in deaf children than
has been the case in the past. Therefore
any program that continues to con-
centrate on speech, at the expense of
language and communication, or that
equates speech with all language is in-
evitably doomed to failure. Also, any
program that fails to understand and
take into account that speech is the
most common means of communication
and gives up at age five or eight or
twelve or fifteen will also severely limit
the scope of functioning of its graduates
for all time. We cannot shrug our
shoulders, sadly smile and state that
lipreading is an art or that speaking
is an art that not all can master. It
is our responsibility to advance the
state of the art. The vocal apparatus of
the deaf child is intact. If a child does
not learn to speak or to speechread, we
can assume then it is not because he
does not have the ability but rather
that we have not yet learned how to
teach him to do so. We must make
a firm distinction between the auxiliary
verbs can and do. If someone were to
ask me if children coming out of the
programs of today do exhibit adequate
skills in speech and speechreading and
in reading and writing, my answer
6

would be definitely not. However if
the question were to be changed to ask
if children with profound hearing losses
can develop adequate skills in speech
and speechreading and in reading and
writing, my answer would be definitely
yes.

For this reason, it excites me to see
programs such as this one in Maryland
breaking new ground and conducting
honest searches for better ways to edu-
cate our hearing impaired population.
I must applaud you for your courageous
stand. Implicit in a rejection of simple
answers lies the difficult task of ac-
cepting the reality that we live in a
complex world. In a way we have
opened a Pandora's box. Once we move
past black-white, either-or dichotomies,
it is almost as if we find ourselves on
the edge of an abyss. Nature is too
complex, too overwhelming. There is
just too much to absorb and conceptual-
ly we can't handle it. We must step
back. To make sense of our world, to
bring order to reality, we must have a
frame of reference, and willingly or
not, we must come to terms with this
complexity before we are submerged in
it. Therefore we more or less arbitrarily
categorize our experiences and by this
categorization order the environment
with which we deal. This is justifiable
so long as we operate with the under-
standing that categorization leads to
simplification as well as order, and
simplification involves distortion. There-
fore the nature of our frame of reference
dictates what we look at as well as how
we look at it. To a degree greater than
we would probably care to admit, much
of what we say and do in relation to
language is dictated by our previous
training, and our habits, built up ov?-
the years, are hard to alter or break.
The noted linguist, Noam Chomsky, har
stated that perhaps one thing the mind
of man is incapable of ever compre-
hending is the mind of man.

In the field of language development
and usage the situation is probably
analogous to that of the seven blind
men and the elephant. Each investi-
gator concentrates on one aspect of the
beast and tends to delude himself that
he is coming to grips, if not with the
system as a whole, with at least the



-really important aspects of the system.
Using this as a reference point I would
like to present briefly the way which
I, whose background is chiefly in educa-
tion of the deaf and in psychology, per-
ceive and approach language. I will
then discuss what appears to me to be
those aspects of psycholinguistic devel-
opment most relevant to education of
the deaf.

For me, psychohlaguistics rightfully
entails all aspects of the study of lan-
guage development and usage. It is
concerned with speech, grammar, and
semantics and necessarily touches on
and overlaps areas such as psycho-
acoustics, communciation theory, de-
scriptive linguistics, transformational
grammar, articulatory phonetics, and
behavioristic and neo-behavioristic psy-
chology. As such the compleat psy-
cholinguist does not exist; no one could
ever be proficient in all of these areas.
Instead, there are individuals whose
interests lead them to work under this
broad umbrella.

The term Psycho linguistics, the psy-
chological study of language, is itself
a hybrid. One part of its root, Psyche,
comes from the Greek, and the other,
Langu, from the Latin. The distinction
is quite apropos in that it represents
an attempt to provide a common meet-
ing ground between the two quite dis-
parate disciplines of Psychology and
Linguistics. In the United States psy-
chologists have concentrated for the
most part on prediction and control of
behavior with specific emphasis on the
role of reinforcement. The same rules
that govern all behavior are seen as
applying equally well to verbal learning.
The field of linguistics traditionally has
been more concerned with grammar
without respect to control or to meaning.
Language has been seen as uniquely
human and transcending other kinds of
behavior. The role of reinforcement has
been minimized. Thus, some professors
teach courses in "Psycho linguistics" in
which the words "Learning Theory" or
"Reinforcement" are never used; for
other professors these terms form the
very basis of the course.

The differences in viewpoint reflect a
much broader social issue which has
existed for centuries. In one we find a

tendency to look at the human mind
as almost completely plastic and flexible.
This position is exemplified by the claim
of John Watson, a father of American
behavioristic psychology, that, given a
normal, healthy child at random, he
could train it to become any type of
specialist he might selectdoctor, law-
yer, artist, merchant-chief, beggar man,
or thiefregardless of his talents, pen-
chants, tendencies, abilities, vocations,
and race of his ancestors. On the other
hand are those who attach much more
importance to biological factors. In
the field of language acquisition we find
more and more interest being devoted
to innate factors, to the idea that the
tendency to develop language is pro-
grammed within each child. This posi-
tion may be summed up by the argu-
ment that the tendency of the human
child to develop language might be as
deeply ground in his constitution as the
tendency to use his hands. Thus, lan-
guage is perceived as not really being
learned, per se, instead the environ-
ment merely triggers a process which
has been anticipated by millions of years
of evolutionary development.

The main disagreement, of course, is
not between a pure environmental ver-
sus a pure biological rationale. The
question centers on the relative impor-
tance of environment versus biology.
Recently, in the United States, at least
so far as language development is con-
cerned, there has been a swing towards
the biological end of the continuum,
a swing with which I am in complete
harmony. However, as educators of the
deaf, it provides us little comfort to
be told that all children develop lan-
guage proficiency given even a minimal
kind of environment. For the most
part, we are dealing with children who
do not develop language proficiency in
English after years of intensive training.
It is up to us to continue to search for
the necessary and sufficient factors in
the development of language and per-
haps gain some insight into this per-
plexing simplicitycomplexity paradox.
In one way language must be simple, it
must have regularity because it is
learned without any apparant effort by
almost all children, given some minimal
environmental stimulation. At the same
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time it is also overwhelmingly complex
in that we have never adequately de-
fined it, described it, or taught it. For
me, the potentially most rewarding area
of study must be that period between
18 months, when a child first begins to
put two words together, and five years
of age when he can be said to be
linguistically proficient.

The first thing that we must be aware
of when we talk about language is that
it exists simultaneously on a number of
different levels. The most simple break-
down would probably be in the cate-
gories of 1) speech, 2) grammar, and
3) vocabulary, The forty-three or
forty - four basic sound units, or
phonemes, of English are learned
quite rapidly. By six years of age, with
few exceptions, all of these sounds have
been learned by the normally hearing
'hild. It has been argued by some lin-
guists that by the age of four a child
has mastered all of the sounds of his
language. Even those sounds which he
cannot pronounce he is able to under-
stand. The development of grammar,
which I consider to be the most impor-
tant element of language, follows a
somewhat different pattern. Grammar

Past Tense Verbs

involves two elements, syntax or word
order, and morphology, the changing of
words to show tense, numbers etc. In
the case of grammar the important thing
to remember is that what a child pro-
duces is not necessarily what he hears.
The child is not a passive agent, but an
active organism interacting with his
environment following a list of rules
which he has produced himself. At
first these involve very general rules of
word order and word endings which
rapidly become more and more precise
and take into account adult usage. Thus
when a child says goes, hitted, or run-
ned, he is exhibiting a general know-
ledge of rules of his language. A good
example of this would be provided by
the utterances of one child I have fol-
lowed over a period of years. At ap-
proximately three and one-half years of
age this boy used the form taked, at four
years of age he had changed to tooked,
and by the age of five had altered this to
tooken. It is safe to assume that none
of the adults in his environment used
any of these three forms. Rather, at
each stage the child was demonstrating
a more sophisticated knowledge of the
rules of English grammar.

TABLE 1

Produced By Kirk At Two Years And Eight Months
Total Sample 74 Verbs

REGULAR IRREGULAR WITH - ED
POWED MAKED (2)
SPLASHED CATCHED (2)
LOCKED (4) BROKED
TURNED FALLED
CLEANED FELLED
WALKED RUNNED (8)
DIED (2) TAKED (6)
BANGED BUYED (3)
WATCHED SINKED (3)
DROPPED DRINKED (3)
LANDED SWAMMED
JUMPED (2) THREWED
SAILED THROWED
HAPPENED SINGED

TEARED
Total 19 35

IRREGULAR
MADE
CAUGHT (2)
BROKE (2)
FELL
WENT (7)
THOUGHT (2)
SAID
FOUND
GOT
ATE
BRANG

20
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Perhaps a look at some of the lan-
guage structures produced by two broth-
ers, one two years and eight months and
the other three years and 10 months, in the
course of a play period, might reinforce
this point. Vanstrum, at the University
of Minnesota, first analyzed the past
tense verbs produced 17 Kirk, the two
year old during the course of his con-
versations with his oldar brother Erik.
Table 1 indicates that of the 74 past
tense verbs produced by Kirk, 54 were
made by using the -ed ending. Of these,
19 were used "correctly" with regular
verbs. For approximately 1/2 of the
cases, 35 times out of 74, Kirk "incor-
rectly" formed the past tense by adding
the -ed ending to an irregular verb,

He said such things as /naked, catched,
broked, failed, felled etc, In the re-
maining 20 cases Kirk applied an irreg-
ular ending to the verb, usually
"correctly" but once "incorrectly." He
produced such forms as made, sent,
thought and brang. It is interesting to
noted that for some words Kirk was
using both regular and irregular end-
ings. He said both maked and made,
catched end caught, broked and broke.
He even formed the past tense of the
verb to fall in three different ways,
saying at various times failed, felled,
and fell. The evidence strongly sug-
gests that Kirk really is acting on his
language and does not react completely
on the basis of immitation.

TABLE 2
Erik's Interrogative System At Three

TYPE OF INTERROGATIVE

1. SIMPLE INTONATION

2. SIMPLE INVERSION

3. "WHO-WHAT" QUESTION

4. WHERE QUESTION

5. AUXILIARY VERB MISSING

6. WH QUESTION WITHOUT INVERSION

Years And Ten Months
EXAMPLES

GREAT BIG ONE?
AND YOU WERE ON T.V.?

DID YOU MOVE?
CAN WE JUMP IN THERE?

WHO CAUGHT ME?
WHAT'S THAT?

WHERE'S MY BROTHER?
WHERE'S ANOTHER STANDING

UP FOOT?

WHAT YOU START WITH?
WHAT THOSE INDIANS DO?
WHY I DON'T HAVE A ROCKET

SOCKET TO THE MOON?
WHAT YOU CAN SEE OUT

THERE?

Erik's language sample was analyzed
to determine how far advanced he was
in the development of his interrogative
system. In the English language the
development of different structures for
asking questions theore Lically should
occur in relatively well defined se-
quences. The most primitive and there-
fore easiest to learn, would involve
simple intonation, that is, raising of the
voice at the end of a statement.
Complex question forms involve the ad-
dition of words and the change of word
orders which entail sophisticated trans-

formations of a basic sentence sequence.
A look at Table 2 shows Erik at age
three years and ten months has advanced
along this scale to achieve proficiency in
his use of interrogatives. He has mas-
tery over simple innotation and employs
simple inversion by moving the auxilary
verb to the beginning of the sentence.
In his corpus he made no mistakes in
his use of who, what, and where ques-
tions when these forms occurred as the
subject of a sentence. Erik first ran
into difficulty, in relation to adult Eng-
lish, in those utterances which entailed
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using an interrogative word in the posi-
tion prior to a subject of a sentence.
Sometimes he omitted the auxiliary
verb that normally would be placed
between the question form and the sub-
ject, as in What you start with?, and
What those Indians do? For, his most
complex structures he used the Wh
question without inversion, that is, he
produced strings such as Why I don't
have a rocket socket to the moon? or
Why they're punching? In this situa-
tion, all of the necessary transformations
have been performed, with the excep-
tion of the final transformation.

Stop if you will and consider that
these examples were produced naturally
by a child who was not yet four years
of age. Think of the fantastically complex
linguistic problems that he has solved to
reach this level of proficiency. Remember
also that he has done it without any ap-
parent effort and without any conscious
program on his parents' part to teach
him language. Although Erik might be
somewhat advanced at his age, his situa-
tion is not unique. I, in common with
many other people, have come to be awed
by childrens' ability to formulate their
own systematic rules of grammar. The
noted linguist, Noam Chomsky, has com-
mented that perhaps it is impossible to
teach language, that the best we can do
is merely hope to set the environment
for children to learn it. Comparing
Erik's interrogative system with that of
deaf children with many years of train-
ing in our programs makes one pause.
Perhaps, instead of asking how can we
teach language, we should be asking
how we can set the environment so our
children can learn it by enabling them to
utilize their own unique abilities and pre-
dispositions toward language acquisition.

Another, little-appreciated, fact lies in
a young child's mastery of the function
words of his language. Function words
are those very small "non-meaningful"
words which set the structure of sen-
tences. They include prepositions, con-
juctions, and articles. Although there
are only approximately 150 function
words in common use in the English
language, they comprise about one-third
of the total speaking corpus in day to
day living. They are repeated over and
over again. The article the, for exam-
ple, is used from eight to ten percent of
10

the time.
Vocabulary has a different pattern of

development than both speech and
grammar. Although the books may be
closed on the latter two to a great extent
before a child even enters school, we
constantly add new words to our voca-
bulary. However, to argue whether a
person has a vocabulary of 5,000, 10,000,
50,000 or 100,000 words is to obscure
the issue. The main concern is the in-
dividual's ability to combine and re-
combine the meaningful elements of his
language. For example if I were to
introduce a new word, g/ink, you would
first know, what part of speech it was
by the way I used it in a sentence. Once
having a definition you could use it in
any way you see fit: as a noun, verb,
adjecth e. or adverb. You could manip-
ulate this word according to your own
needs, Depending on what the situation
called for, you might add any one of the
following prefixes in Table 3 to produce
Reglink, Unglink, Disglink, etc. You
could also use any of the suffixes to
produce other word forms just as easily.
The addition of one element, Wink, to
your vocabulary has in reality enriched
your expressive language one hundred
fold; sixty-four possible combinations
are presented in Table 3 alone. It is
this ability which underlies linguistic
competency, the ability to produce and
to understand novel yet appropriate ut-
terances, given a knowledge of the rules
of the language. Compare this to the
restriction of communication of a deaf
person who produced the following
string, Me got vertigo. Emphasis on
dictionary skills at the expense of gram-
matical development have caused this
type of illiteracy in many programs for
the deaf.

TABLE 3
Potential Meaningful Combinational

Units Available to Newly Learned Word
Prefix New Word Suffix

RE
UN
MIS
UNRE
PRE
POST
DIS

GLINK
ED

Y
ILY

ABLE
ISH

MENT



For language to develop adequately, a
mutually intelligible communication sys-
tem between the child and at least one
significant person in his environment
must be established. I will talk here
about mother-child interaction, although
I am aware a child can learn language
from other children just as easily. There
must both be meaningful input to the
child and meaningful feedback and
modification of the utterances which the
child himself produces. Without input
the child has no standard to imitate or
to which he can react. Without feed-
back the child has no way of knowing
which of his utterances are acceptable
in terms of the adult standard. Con-
sideration of these response dependent
systems leads us directly into the ques-
tion of methodology. If we are to re-
strict our discussion to children with
severe losses, we must admit that tradi-
tional mean used with young deaf
children are inadequate for our task in
that they inhibit communication be-
tween parent and child. Still, we must
ask ourselves if we have anything better
to take its place. Perhaps a look at
some related work with deaf children
can help us make a tentative decision.

All children have an urge to commun-
icate, and deaf children, if no other
means are available to them, will resort
to their own ingroup gesture systems.
These systems, which may be unintel-
ligible even to other deaf children of
different ages in the same school, are
marvelous vehicles of communication
for children within the same group and
have been observed in a variety of
settings in the United States and in
Europe. To extinguish this behavior
in the majority of deaf children, one
would either have to punish children
severely for gesturing or remove them
from all contact with other deaf chil-
dren. The former might not be effec-
tive because children when alone would
probably still resort to gesture commun-
ication in private. The second alter-
native would also be ineffective if we
car generalize from the results of a
recent study by Collins indicating that
perhaps the most common mode of com-
munication initiated by deaf preschool
children to their parents is that of
gesture. Perhaps it would be more

beneficial to try to build on what the
child produces, to use his gestures as
a stepping stone to language. We should
be able to respond to the child's expres-
sions in such a way as to help him move
from his limited ingroup system to that
outgroup system which we label English.

To some extent, this is already part of
an ongoing process that is taking place
in many schools for the deaf across the
United States. Tervoort's recently re-
ported study of deaf children in Bel-
gium, the Netherlands, and the United
States is a case in point. Tervoort in-
vestigated the private communication
systems of deaf children ranging from
ages seven to seventeen in these coun-
tries. The results have shocked many
people. First, he found no consistent
relationship between speech and lan-
guage. There was no way of predicting
one from the other. Of even more inter-
est to me are his conclusions regarding
the relative language abilities of the
children in the United States and
Europe. On both continents, the older
the children became the more they
tended to rely on manual communica-
tion. Signs predominated throughout
from ages seven to seventeen and for the
older children fingerspelling was the
second most common mode of communi-
cation. However ,the Americans as they
grew older tended to sign and finger-
spell in more and more nearly correct
English while the children in Belgium
and the Netherlands did not come to
approximate the structure of the adult
language of their culture, Dutch. The
children from the Dutch speaking envi-
ronments continued e.,en up to the age
of seventeen to rely on their ingroup
gesture systems to a much greater de-
gree. Tervoort attributes the superiority
of the American students, in part, to the
influence of adult American sign lan-
guage which freed the children from
reliance upon gestural communication
and helped move them into a more ade-
quate, arbitrary sytem that could follow
the word order of English.

If exposure to such a system produces
noticeable results in terms of syntactical
development in programs which do not
allow manual communication in the
classroom before the age of twelve, then
we can assume that systematic introduc-
tion of this mode of communication
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should produce even better results when
used with very young children. This
must remain for the present merely con-
jecture because no p :4,,iams in the re-
cent past have been allowed to use
manual comunication with deaf children
on the basis that introduction of manual
means of communication would inhibit
the chit's speech and language devel-
opment. We do have in our population,
fortunately, a subpopulation that has
been exposed as a matter of course to
manual communication from birth. I
am referring to those deaf children of
cleaf parents who rely chiefly on the
language of signs. Comparisons of chil-
dren who are genetically deaf with
children who are deaf from other causes
is always fraught with difficulty, and
interpretation of results must be tenta-
tive. First, a child who is genetically
deaf has less chance of suffering from
other handicapping conditions than one
whose deafness is associated with mater-
nal rubella or the Rh factor. Also, a child
with deaf parents may grow up in a more
favorable home climate if his parents
are more accepting of his deafness, On
the other hand, it is evident that deaf
adults tend to be lower on the economic
scale, to have less well developed lin-
guistic skills, and to be somewhat more
prone to neuroses. All of these factors
should inhibit to some extent the psy-
chological and linguistic development of
deaf children of deaf parents. Further-
more, since the International Congress
of Milan in 1880, the majority of educa-
tors of the deaf have operated under the
assumption that the use of manual com-
munication retards development both
in speech and language. If this is true,
we would expect deaf children of deaf
parents to function at the lower end
of the scale in our programs.

We can look at what little evidence
is available to see if this is indeed true.
Stevenson compared the educational
achievement of 134 deaf students with
deaf parents to a matched group of
deaf children with hearing parents,
all of whom had attended the California
School for the Deaf at Berkeley between
the years 1914 and 1961. He reported
that 90%, or 120, of the students with
deaf parents attained a higher educa-
tional level than children of hearing
parents with whom they were matched.
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Of the children with deaf parents, 38%
went to college as compared to only 9%
of the children with hearing parents.

Stuckless and Birch compared 37 deaf
students with deaf parents to 37 deaf stu-
dents with hearing parents from five dif-
ferent schools for the deaf. No differences
were found between the two groups in
speech and in psycho-social adjustment.
Children with early manual communica-
tion, that is, those with deaf parents,
were found to be superior in reading, in
speechreading, and in written language.

Meadow, also using a matched pair
design, studying students at the Cali-
fornia School for the Deaf at Berkeley,
reported that children with deaf parents
read on the average 2.10 years above
children with hearing parents and in
arithmetic they were 1.25 years superior.
In communicative functioning, children
with deaf parents were rated higher in
facility in written language, ability to
fingerspell, ability to read others'
fingerspelling, ability to use the lan-
guage of signs, lack of frustration be-
cause of inability to communicate, and
willingness to attempt communication
with strangers. No differences were
found in speechreading ability or in
speech aptitude and performance. Mead-
ow stated that her findings agreed sub-
stantially with those of Montgomery who
studied 59 prelinguistically deaf Scottish
students and reported that positive sign-
ificant correlations were recorded be-
tween manual communication ratings
and the Donaldson Lipreading Test.
Montgomery concluded, and Meadow
concurred, that there appears to be no
statistical support for the currently pop-
ular opinion that manual communication
is harmful to or incompatible with the
development of speech and lipreading.

The findings are quite consistent with
the work of Tervoort that has been men-
tioned previously. Meadow reported
that children with deaf parents were
rated to be more mature, responsible,
independent, enjoy new experiences,
more friendly, sociable, popular with
classmates, popular with adults, able to
respond to situations with appropriate
emotion, and able to show appropriate
sex-role behavior. An interesting side-
light afforded by Meadow is the fact
that only about 40% of the children
with deaf parents had attended preschool



programs compared to 80% of those with
hearing parents. Those children with
deaf parents were superior in all aspects
of functioning; academic, social, and
communicative, with the exception of
speechreading and speech in which there
were no differences between the groups.
It is interesting to speculate about what
might have been the achievement of
children with 1 earing parents if, in ad-
dition to all other advantages, they had
also enjoyed the benefits of early com-
munication with their parents.

Only one study using experimental
and control groups has been conducted
comparing the use of oral-manual com-
munication to traditional oral means in
the classroom with very young children.
Quigley matched 16 children taught by
the Rochester method (speech plus
fingerspelling) to 16 students taught by
the oral method. At the end of four
years, when the children were on the
average 7.8 years of age, their achieve-
ment was assessed in four areas:
1) fingerspelling, 2) speechreading,
3) reading, and 4) written language.
The experimental subjects, those re-
ceiving fingerspelling plus speech, were
significantly superior, as might be ex-
pected, in fingerspelling. In speechreading
they were superior on the Craig sentence
test and no differences were found on the
Craig word test. In reading they were
found to be superior on five of seven
subtexts taken from the Gates, the
Metropolitan, and the Stanford achieve-
ment tests. No differences were found
on the other two reading tests. In writ-
ten language they were rated superior
on three of five measures, there was no
difference on one measure and the group
receiving straight oral instruction
earned a higher Grammatical Correct-
ness Ratio. Quigley noted that, in addi-
tion to having a lower total number of
words written, the fewer, shorter, and
less complex sentences produced by the
control subjects reduced their possibili-
ties for grammatical error and that
probably was the reason for their higher
scores on the Grammatical Correctness
Ratio. The results are similar to those
reported in the Soviet Union which
years ago abandoned the traditional oral
approach in favor of "Neo-oral" educa-
tion, that is fingerspelling plus speech.
The Russians have reported outstanding

success with this method with very
young children and they claim that the
linguistic abilities of the deaf children
now going through programs are far
superior to those educated in the Soviet
Union in the past.

It seems to me that our approach to
the development of language abilities
in deaf children should consist of a two
pronged attack. The first, utilization
of the natural inclination of deaf chil-
dren to gesture as a jumping off point
for the introduction of language con-
cepts, already has been discussed in
some detail. This implies a learning of
language in a more or less natural, un-
structured situation. However, for the
deaf child, a certain amount of struc-
tured, direct teaching is necessary to
develop and enhance the skills necessary
for the acquisition and retention of lan-
guage ability. In t paper presented at
the International Conference on Oral
Education of the Deaf in 1967, Lenne-
berg strongly emphasized that the most
important aspect of language instruc-
tion is in some way or other to get
enough examples of English sentences to
the child. We must teach language and
not be side-tracked or misled into
thinking that our goal is to develop
skills subsidary to language such as
lipreading, articulation, and signing.
These can only be outward manifesta-
tions of inward competencies. Lenne-
berg argued that the early introduction
of graphics in addition to the usual em-
phasis on oral language could be quite
beneficial to language development. It
is Lenneberg's position that graphics,
(reading and writing) would present
no menace to oralism but rather would
facilitate it. His words are strongly
reminiscent of the statement by Alex-
ander Graham Bell that reading would
be the salvation of the deaf.

I would advocate a very strong em-
phasis on reading in all programs for
deaf children. I would extend the de-
finition of graphics to also include
fingerspelling, which has been described
as writing in the air. There is already
evidence to suggest that children below
the age of four and even some below
the age of three have already developed
the skills necessary for reading or writ-
ing and for sending and receiving short
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messages by means of the manual alpha-
bet. For example St. Paul, Minnesota
has established an academically-oriented
oral-aural-graphic program for pre-
school hearing impaired children. Em-
phasis is on language stimulation by any
means available, both auditory and vis-
ual, with training on development of
both gross and fine perceptual-motor
skills necessary for academic work.
Even those three year old children who
are not ready to produce words in writ-
ten form or in fingerspelling can use a
typewriter effectively. Such an approach
seems to be consistent with recent re-
search on preschool programs for the
disadvantaged in the United States.
Those which have followed the tradi-
tional nursery format geared toward the
development of social skills have ap-
parently failed. Those which have con-
centrated on the development of aca-
demic skills have achieved much greater
success. In many of the family centered
programs for the hearing impaired,
parent adjustment has been given prior-
ity over the child's communication prob-
lem. Parent adjustment is important,
but the three-legged milk stool of par-
ent, school and child too often is an in-
verted traingle with the child at the bot-
tom. I suggest we change the traingle's
position placing parents and school at
the base and the child at the apex where
he belongs, and develop the child cen-
tered programs which are so necessary
for our hearing impaired children.

In discussing education of the deaf and
the changes that are taking place in our
philosophies and in our programs, I
think we should consider how our frame
of reference has been affected by forces
in society at large. As little as ten years
ago it was believed for the most part
that "backward" areas such as Asia,
Africa, and South American could solve
their problems by accepting versions of
the American principles of democracy
and the American way of life. At the
national level it was believed that the
problems of race would disappear when
the Negro could be "raised" to the
standards of the dominant white middle
class. In our own microcosm, the field
of education of the deaf, the reasoning
followed similar lines; the goal was full
integration of the deaf in the hearing
14

society. Slogans such as "happiness in
a hearing world" proliferated.

It must be admitted that a certain
arrogance lay in such reasoning. The
setting of the white standard for the
Negro or the hearing standard for the
deaf is presumptuous; it implies the
white man has achieved self realization
and the black man has not; that the
hearing man has and the deaf man has
not. In today's world neither black nor
white, hearing nor deaf, American,
Asiatic, nor African has achieved a satis-
factory measure of self fulfillment. At-
tempts to shape individuals or groups
into preconceived molds produce only
deformed, misshapen results. Groups
and individuals within groups, must be
allowed to explore, develop, and expand
their own nature.

The signs are clear that this is what
is happening all over. It is evidenced by
the growing self awareness of develop-
ing nations throughout the world. Black
Americans are finding a source of pride
in their own cultural heritage. Perhaps
for the deaf the greatest source of in-
spiration has been the tremendous suc-
cess of the National Theatre of the Deaf.
It has shown, to the surprise of many
people, that this medium of communica-
tion is capable of expressing meanings,
emotions, and nuances with precision.
It is unlikely that any hearing individ-
ual, once exposed to the versatility and
ingenuity displayed by the deaf actors,
can ever again easily use the term deaf
and dumb. The tendency in the past
has been to look at the language of
signs as something bizarre and strange.
Its usage, even among some educators
of the deaf, has been viewed as somehow
wrong, even sinful, and not as a legiti-
mate mode of expression.

The question is, how does such a
change, or the beginnings of such a
change, fit into the framework of the
larger culture? Is the inevitable out-
come the establishment of separate sub-
cultures with the deaf excluded, even
more than today, from hearing society?
No, no more than separate enclaves
should be established in this country on
the basis of race, religion, or nationality.
The result is not fractionalization or
fragmentation, but pluralism. Frag-
mentation involves the severing of com-



munication between groups with differ-
ent aims. Pluralism involves a sense
of sharing and unity.

Implicit in this is the concept that in
our society there are numbers of diver-
gent groups with each group possessir g
unique characteristics and potentials for
contributing to general good. Any in-
dividual, naturally, represents many
groups, and should be allowed to de-
velop and explore his own nature in his
own way. Perhaps, in reality, instead
of rejecting some of our old ideas we
may be returning to those very ideals

which are the cornerstone of our society
and from which we have momentarily
strayed

Finally, to sum up what, in my belief,
is the present condition of the field of
education of the deaf, I would like to
refer to a South Carolina mountain
proverb quoted by the linguist, Mario
Pei. It seems quite appropriate for us
and goes something like this:

We ain't what we want to be,
and we ain't what we're goin to be,
but we ain't what we wuz.
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Mental Health, Deafness, and Communication
McCoy Vernon, Ph.D.,

Western Maryland College*

The observations to be presented here
on the relationship of communication to
mental health in deaf persons are based
on three years of intensive research just
completed at the famed Psychosomatic
and Psychiatric Institute of Michael
Reese Hospital. This research was un-
der the direction of Dr. Roy R. Grinker,
Sr., one of the top ten living psychia-
trists in the world today, and myself.
The staff consisted of other psychiatrists,
psychologists, and professional persons.

Based on these three years of in depth
study of deaf mentally ill patients, their
families, deaf students, and rehabilitation
clients, some rather striking findings re-
sulted. Those which relate directly to
communication are as follows.

Isolation
The stark isolation from other human

beings noted in the deaf patients seen
at the Psychiatric Indtitute and from
the Chicago Schools was far greater
than that seen in any other group of
mentally ill persons ever observed by
the Research Staff. Many of these deaf
persons were not only unable to ex-
change rudimentary information with
their families, but they had no other
close human contacts, deaf or hearing.
Most had been reared with the goal of
communicating orally or not at all and
as a rule they had failed to develop the
oral skills needed to make adequate
communication possible. Thus, they were
faced with excessive frustration in their
efforts at human interaction.

The healthier of these patients and
school children slowly responded to
therapy in conjunction with instructions
in manual communication. However, a
sizable number with an almost neurotic
repetition compulsion persisted in iso-
lating themselves. After years without
real human contact or embittered by
early traumatic rejections, these patients

* Reprint request to Dr. Vernon, Dept. of
Psycholog!, , Western Maryland College, West-
minster, Maryland, 21157.
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were terrified by closeness to others.
They could not form healthy human
relationships. When this lack of basic
trust is present, therapy is difficult if
not impossible and these persons are
doomed to the empty pattern of a life
in isolation from other human beings.

Denial
The extent to which deafness and its

implications were denied by the fami-
lies of the deaf patients was eye-opening
even to sophisticated psychiatrists long
experienced with hospital patients and
their families. Part of this denial is an
outgrowth of invisibleness of deafness
and part results from the extent to which
professionals in education, audiology,
medicine, and related fields encourage
the denial with "therapy" which actually
is an effort to deny. The "therapy"
referred to is a restriction to just oral
efforts at communication.

It will suffice here to indicate that
this kind of denial of irreversible deaf-
ness is a pathological yet common method
of coping with the trauma. It prevents
the development of healthy constructive
reactions to deafness and leaves the deaf
person and his family directing energies
'toward activities that are inappropriate
to the reality of the situation. Frustra-
tion, failure, and an underlying anger
are commonly the result. These, in turn,
contribute to unhappiness within the
family and the destruction of the deaf
members rightful role.

Underachievement
One of the most disturbing findings

of the Project was the pervasive under-
achievement of the clinic and school
population. This was particularly true
of the 17 percent of the clinic outpatients
who were diagnosed "School Situational
Reaction" for want of a bettter term.
These were "normal" deaf youth who
with their parents voluntarily came to
the outpatient clinic for educational con-
sultation. Many were teenagers with
high IQ's whose educational level was
second or third grade. In fact, the mean



educational achievement of the clinic
population was fourth grade. From this
educational deprivation, plus the lack
of general knowledge imposed by the
communication limitations of only oral
education, resulted a gross general nai-
vete about the world in which they
lived and about interactions with other
people.

The failure of the oral only educa
tional approach undermined efforts at
psychotherapy and habilitation. The
grossly weak educational foundation it
creates mitigates against a hopeful over-
all prognosis for therapy and rehabili-
tation. Often a year or more had to
be spent in teaching manual communi-
cation before psychotherapy could be
started.

The demands of today's t9Jchnological
society preclude vocational success for
one saddled by the combined handicaps
of deafness and undereducation. Even
for the ambitious deaf student, self edu-
cation is impossible if reading levels are
third and fourth grade. Educational
under-achievement of the degree ob-
served in the greater Chicago metropol-
itan and suburban area was associated
with gross underemployment.

Arrested Versus Regressed Personalities
One fundamental of psychotherapy is

that it is far easier to successfully treat
a patient who has regressed psychologi-
cally from a higher level of personality
development than to help a. person who,
due to arrest or deprivation, has never
advanced beyond a relatively primitive
state. Due not to a lack of ability but
to a lack of adequate parent-child com-
munication, deficient interaction with
peers and undereducation, many of the
deaf patients required a therapy geared
not just to returning them to previous
levels of functioning, but bringing them
beyond this to higher levels of integra-
tion.

Inadequate Personalities
Over seven percent of the patients bore

the diagnosis "inadequate personality"
and many others could have been so
classified had not other pathology been
more dominant. A number of these
patients were deaf Negro youths who
grew up in the South having never at-
tended school. When their families
moved to Chicago, these young people

faced adjustments far different than
those that had been successful for them
in the rural South. With no verbal
language, no means of communication,
no education, and no experience with
inner city life, they were quickly ex-
ploited by street gangs and others. Even-
tually in frustration they would attack
their tormentors with a lethal weapon
and be referred to the clinic from jails
and prisons.

One somewhat different case was a
boy born and raised in Chicago. As a
five-year old, he had been taken to school
for a few months but did not like it.
Consequently, his mother kept him home
for the next 10 years. During this per-
iod he and his mother had few other
outside contacts. They remained in the
home most of the time except for peri-
odic visits to the park and the grocery
store. Finally, three months before this
boy became 16, the Chicago school au-
thorities discovered him to be truant.
After nearly 16 years of almost total
protection, he was then dumped into the
A udy Home, a facility where delinquent
and/or homeless children are kept. After
three months there, he became 16 and
a compulsory school attendance was no
longer required. He was returned to
his mother. Still totally illiterate and
nonverbal but with three months of ex-
perience in a jungle of violence, crime,
and sexual abuse, he became incorri-
gable. He would physically terrorize
his mother coercing money and food
from her. He would then be out all
night often to return in police custody
or bloody from fighting. Now 17 he
is bounced between state hospitals, jail,
and home.

There was another type of inadequate
personality seen fairly frequently in the
clinic. Sometimes the 3e persons were
classified as passive dependent or as a
situational reaction. These were over-
protected deaf persons who had always
lived at home with their parents. In this
dependent relationship they were able
to function. As the parents grew feeble
or died, the deaf patients were left
unable to function independently and
unwanted by relatives. Hospitalization
in state facilities or in some cases
incarceration were the most common
outcomes in these cases regardless of
whether or not the parental loss had
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precipitated a psychosis.
Two patients classified as inadequate

personalities deserve mention because
of their strange histories and because
their general circumstance has been seen
observed in other settings by Project
Staff. Both are cases who were hospi-
talized as retarded when young children
but who as adults have been found not
to be retarded. The patterns of behavior
learned from years as institutionalized
mental deficients render them unable
to adequately cope with urban living
without rehabilitation. For example both
are openly promiscious and bisexual,
behavior common in their institutional
environment, but cause for legal pro-
secution outside. As adults they were
both totally nonverbal.

Sexual Deviation
A lack of sexual information growing

out of a lack of communication, also
noted by Rainer and Altshuler (1963),
was common and perhaps a more per-
vasive problem than specific sexual
deviations. Even among the more suc-
cessful deaf adults, there was an appal-
ling lack of sexual information. Even
relatively good "oral" communication be-
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tween family and child is rarely ade-
quate to the task of providing needed
sexual information.

Summary
Based on this brief overview of some

of the results of the three years of
research on deafness and mental illness
it is clear that many of the mental
health problems that strike deaf children
and adults and which bring a chronic
grief to their families are due to pro-
fessional efforts which reduce communi-
cation. They reduce communication by
restricting parents, children, and teachers
to just oralism which does not permit
a total communication. Oralism isolates
deaf children from their families and
the world in which they live. One major
preventive step for mental illness would
be a use of combined manual and oral
communication from infancy.
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Project LIFE

Language Improvement to Facilitate Education
Mrs. Hilda Williams*

Project LIFE is a program being de-
veloped under the sponsorship of Media
Services and Captioned Films, Bureau
of Education for the Handicapped, U.S.
Office of Education. Programmed in-
struction is the teaching medium around
which the language materials are being
built. However, in view of reported de-
ficiencies found in the perceptual skills
of deaf children, it was decided to pre-
cede language instruction with program-
med lessons in percepto-cognitive skills.
These deal with visual properties, posi-
tion in space, omissionsadditions, and
spacial relationships. More specifically
from the child's point of view, they
involve color, position, shape, relative
size, and the like, working into pictures,
letters, word configurations, and words.

To further enhance the child's progress
and to respond to requests by the pro-
fession, the Project is developing, during
1969-70, a series of programmed lessons
in thinking activities. Some of the areas
for which programs are being sought
include those on detecting absurdities
and differences, arranging items in
logical sequence, recognizing appropri-
ateness or suitability, recognizing rela-
tionships, using old information to solve
new situations, conceptualizing, and stor-
ing information and x calling it. Since
the Project's main task is that of de-
veloping programmed language lessons,
the majority of this paper will concern
itself with that aspect of the total scope
of Project LIFE.

Language Selection Process
The criteria for the selection of con-

cepts to be programmed is based upon
the interest, needs, and experiences of
the children in relation to their develop-

tal stage. The vocabulary and lan-
guage principles included in the units
are organized into a hierarchial manner,

* Hilda C. Williams, Coordinator of Language
Planning for Project LIFE, National Education
Association, Washington, D.C.

progressing from the very simple to the
increasingly complex. The units being
developed, fall into the general cate-
gories of self, clothing, food, nature,
home, school, community, and holidays.
A unit is typically composed of from five
to six sections, each of which consists
of a single filmstrip of about 50 frames.

Programmed instruction offers the deaf
child a new approach to the learning of
language. It gives him perceptive lan-
guage at the age of inquiry. It provides
an Individual approach to learning, ar d
a frame of reference for visual monitor-
ing. Consequently, it has been found
that the child who sees numerous repeti-
tions of a certain language principle, is
able to a large extent, to monitor his
own language visually. Thereby, he is
able to detect inconsistencies in receptive
language and produce correct expressive
language. The program also has a built-
in self learning situation for the child.
He is able to progress independently
without the aid of the teacher. In other-
words, the program could be called child
centered, rather than teacher dominated.
Since the program progresses in very
small steps of increasing difficulty, there
is a guarantee of success for the child
and, naturally, this is accompanied by
the learning experience being pleasur-
able. Due to his successful performance,
the child creates a better self concept
which is extremely important to the
psychological development of the indi-
vidual.

PI Considerations
The task of the programmer is to pre-

sent the "how" rather than the "what;"
that is, the program develops under-
standing of language, rather than the
mere presentation of patterns. The lan-
guage is presented in thought units such
as complete phrases or sentences. Sel-
dom is a child required to fill in an
eliptical sentence with a single word.
The learner is expected to associate pic-
tures with the language and vice versa.
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The programmer is also required to de-
sign frames that will teach the child
what is not as well as what is. This is
done by contrasting the correct with the
incorrect. Frames are designed to de-
velop the child's ability to select mate-
rials which are related which may be
factually and linguistically correct, but
not appropriate. These frames require
the child to do some very critical think-
ing as well as careful reading to obtain
the correct response.

In order to accomplish these tasks,
the programmer must follow certain
steps in the preparation of a program.
First, he writes a definitive purpose for
his program; next, he states clearly the
behaviorial objectives which the pro-
gram is designed to accomplish. The
behaviorial objectives are statements
which define precisely what the child is
able to do at the end of any given learn-
ing experience. Following this, the pro-
grammer writes the test frames which
measure these behaviorial objectives.
Finally, the programmed frames are con-
structed that are intended to develop
the necessary learning skills to satisfy
each item in the test. The programmer
plans the pictures to be drawn that illu-
strate the language concepts. When the
program is complete, it is assembled on
35mm slides and is tested on the pre-
determined target population. In the
case of Project LIFE, the program ma-
terials are validated on preschool and
primary children in day and residential
schools for the deaf. After the revisions
necessitated by the initial testing, the
program is retested on a larger number
of children. Finally, the program is sub-
mitted for filmstrip production. In addi-
tion, each programmer writes a fun
supplement that carries a story primarily
through pictures. Yet, the child is re-
quired to make a response to every
frame of the program which reviews the
language concepts presented in the unit.

PI Advantages
One of the main advantages of pro-

grammed instruction is that the learning
events are sequentially presented and
optimally spaced. Similarly, PI provides
for many more repetitions than the
teacher could normally give. For ex-
ample, 50 to 60 frames may be designed
to teach two verbs. Furthermore, these
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two verbs are reinforced numerous times
in subsequent programs. Another fea-
ture of the Project LIFE teaching ma-
chine is that the child must respond
actively to each frame and he cannot
progress until he makes the correct re-
sponge. It is common knowledge that in
a typical classroom situation, many times
children are not responding actively un-
le-:s they are being called upon to recite.
The program, as it is designed, prevents
the reliance of the child upon the teacher
for confirmation. The correct response
elicits a green confirmation light which
indicates to the child that he can now
move on to the next frame.

P1 is particularly good for the slow
child since he can pace himself at a
markedly slower rate through the pro-
gram. Also, he need not lose face be-
cause he is making slower progress than
others in his group. When children are
absent from school, they can acquire
missed material through means of the
programmed filmstrip. Since the mate-
rials are organizoi and uniform, the
teacher by comparing individual chil-
dren's performance, has a basis for meas-
uring progress. Another of the multi-
plicity of advantages of PI is that it frees
the teacher to spend more time on con-
cept building and reinforcement of lan-
guage principles.

Supplementary Materials
Brief mention will be made of some

of the supplementary materials being
developed by Project LIFE. These in-
clude specially illustrated children's
story-booklets, a concept-oriented picture
dictionary, and a series of workbooks.
A manual of multiple meaning words has
also been compiled and published by
the Project and it will be distributed
to schools for the deaf across the U.S.
in January, 1970. The manual consists
of over 200 words with the multiple
meanings for each word arranged in
seven levels of difficulty. Some experi-
mentation is also being conducted with
programmed movies in language con-
cepts which require motion for complete
unclerctanding.

In summary, Project LIFE is attempt-
ing to develop Programmed instructional
materials which will be interesting,
meaningful, and functional to severely
hearing impaired children. In addition,



supplementary materials are being de-
veloped which are intended to reinforce
the language concepts presented via PI.
It was realized at the outset that an
awesome problem was being attacked
that of language. Consequently, the
Project was viewed as a long-range en-
deavor. It should be mentioned that PI
should never be thought of in any way
as replacing the classroom teacher;

rather, it is the Project's intention to
develop carefully planned and validated
materials which will reinforce the lan-
guage being taught in the classroom.
After developmental and validation test-
ing of the Project LIFE materials, we
who are associated with the Project
are enthusiastic over the possibilities
of programmed language for deaf chil-
dren.

Psycho linguistics and Deafness
A Deaf Man's View

Mr. Frederick C. Schreiber,
Executive Secretary, National Association of the Deaf

The theme psycholinguistics and deaf-
ness brings forth an immediate reaction
not so much in relation to linguistics as
to psychology.

In this respect, we are compelled to
focus a little attention on what most of
you probably know alreadythat all
psychological, studies of the deaf reflect
the experiences of children who live with
conditions of communication, educational,
social and cultural deprivation. That is,
psychological studies have focused on
what isnot necessarily on what can be.

Research has shown that the average
school leaver has a 4th grade reading
level. His academic achievement comes
no where near his true potential as
measured by his I.Q.

In part this comes from the fact that
there is little or no effective communi-
cation in the critical years of a child's
developmentthe ages from 3-8, and
hence language development is stifled.
Moreover, without language or an effi-
cient means of communication, the deaf
child cannot get the systematic mental
exercise he needs for general learning
purposes.

With reference to language learning,
we are acutely aware of the research
performed by Stevenson, Meadow, Birch

and Stuck less, and Stephen Quigley, all
of whom reported that easy manual com-
munication and/or fingerspelling with
deaf children resulted in significant gains
in language ability as well as in other
areas, such as emotional maturity, social
adjustment, and speech reading.

I do not believe that there have ever
been any in-depth psychological studies
of this select group. If the teaching
profession is to gain a meaningful under-
standing of the true potential of deaf
children, such a psychological study must
be made.

These findings, however, are the re-
sult of research and confirm what the
deaf have known all along that the
sooner the child gains meaningful com-
munication the better his language will
be.

As is generally known, acquisition of
language is largely auditory. With deaf
children we use visual substitutes for
auditory input. Still, there is no way
for visual input to even approximate au-
ditory input. You can hear people talk-
ing in another room, for example, even
when you cannot see them.

Since this is the case, we think that
efforts should be made to maximize the
amount of language to which a child is
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exposed by making communication as
easy as possible.

Even this, however, does not seem to
be enough. Since visual input will never
equal auditory input, we need support-
ing services, particularly with respect to
the materials used in our schools, to
bridge the gap.

Generally speaking, textbooks, used
in schools for the deaf, are designed for
children who can hear.

It may be true that when children first
start to read, the deaf child is on par
with his hearing peer insofar as reading
is concerned. But the hearing child has
a vocabulary several hundred times as
large as that of the deaf one and this
difference in vocabulary soon is evident
in the books that are being used.

With due consideration to the fact that
the goal of deaf education is, or should
be, a graduate with an achievement level
equal to that of his hearing peers, we be-
lieve this could best be accomplished
by designing special texts for the primary
and intermediate grades that would, in
the beginning, dispense with words tha4
are ambiguous insofar as the deaf child
is concerned and gradually add these
words until, at the seventh or eighth
grade level, the books used by deaf pu-
pils would be the same as those provided
for the hearing.

We are aware of the economic consid-
erations involved in such a proposal, but
believe that the high cost of publishing
such specialized material could and
should be offset by a direct Congres-
sional subsidyperhaps by establishing
an American Printing House for the Deaf,
similar to the American Printing House
for the Blind, which received Federal
funds.

Some schools for the deaf are now
experimenting or using different forms
of what we call "total communication";
an all out effort, as is being done here

in Maryland, or fingerspelling and speech
in Florida, Louisiana, and other places.
This is a great step forward, but it is not
enougn.

We need some research into the feasi-
bility of converting the language of signs
into manual English. The overriding con-
siderations here are that while it is pos-
sible to use our present sign language
in a form that is grammatically correct,
our ultimate goal should be a system
that will do for the eye what sound does
for the ear.

Dr. Bernard Tervoort, an internation-
ally known researcher on language de-
velopment h deaf children, has noted
that ours is basically an auditory world
and our language is based on sound. Dr.
Tervoort contends that a visual language
would be much different than an audi-
tory one. This could veey well be true,
but considering the fact that language
acquisition is most critical in the 0-6
age range and that few parents, if any,
are in this age bracket, it would seem
highly desirable that research be initi-
ated toward the conversion of the lan-
guage of signs into manual English, a
mode that would be compatible for both
parents and child.

If we are going to facilitate the ac-
quisition of language through an inten-
sified effort at early communication, we
must start in the home and thus any
system we devise must take into consid-
eration the limitations of not just the
child but the parents as well.

We know that it is possible to teach
a child any language. Children of French
speaking parents learn French, Greeks
learn Greek, etc. This is true of deaf
children, also.

What we really need is a visible means
of communicating in English since Eng-
lish is what the parents use. This may
take quite some time but it will never
take place at all unless we start now.
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Experiences of Parents of a Deaf Child
Mrs. Lee Katz,

Administrative Assistant, Council of Organizations Serving the Deaf
and Mother of a Deaf Child

I know of many parents who would
relish the opportunity I have today, of
sharing a place on this panel and ad-
dressing a group of people in the field
of deafness. I do not feel I represent
the point of view of all mothers and
fathers of deaf children, but I assure
you I am not unique. While my frame
of reference is essentially from personal
experience, it is reinforced by similar
experiences of many parents.

You will want to know that my daugh-
ter is now 13 and congenitally deaf, with
an 85 dB loss in the speech range. She
was diagnosed at 14 months, and was in
hearing aids and an oral program at
18 months. Her language development
during her fourth and fifth year was
applauded by her teachers, and her be-
havior was, except in testing situations,
within the accepted norm.

As I mentioned a moment ago, Liza-
both's progress was considered excellent.
Our relationship with those who worked
with her was excellent. But as satisfaction
of teachers grew over Liz's language and
behavior development in the classroom,
disenchantment began at home. The hand-
ful of extra words that made her a star in
her group at school, never impressed the
kids on the block, and hardly gave her
entree into the give and take in the fam-
ily. We were encouraged and grateful
with any and all improvement, but the
overriding feeling was one of frustration
at not being able to communicate mean-
ingfully.

Some thing devastating can happen
when you are reducing communication
into predetermined sets of phrases or sin-
gle words. Everyone knows that deaf
children can have behavior problems be-
cause of this limitation, but I sometimes
wonder if people fully appreciate that en-
tire families can develop problems for the
same reason. A constant diet of reshap-
ing and watering-down meaning; learn-
ing to avoid off-hand comments, and
explanations you feel helpless to make,
all conspire to trigger terrible feelings

of both resentment and guilt.
Compound this with the breakdown

in communication between a satisfied
teacher and a parent who keeps saying
"there must be a better way!" I suppose
it is a threat for a teacher to suffer this
kind of misgivings from a parent when
the child involved is considered a prize
student. But consider, too, the threat to
the parent, when he is led to believe
that if he strays from the practice of
"ball", "shoe", "airplane" and "fish",
that his child will probably never be
a part of the hearing world.

Hearing parents ask for assurances
that their deaf child will learn to speak
and lipread. :hat seems to be about
the only thing on their mind when they
first discover they have a deaf child.
But it should not be the only thing on
the mind of the educator, psychologist
and audiologist. Someone of them, or
all of them as a team, have a responsi-
bility to lead the parent into understand-
ing the other things that must be dealt
with, that are of equal importance. Ev-
eryone is for speech and lipreading! Why
can't everyone also be for education,
communication and the development of
a whole child? As a matter of fact, par-
ents that I have been involved with
in recent years seem to be, as I have
twice now seen them decribed in print,
a "new breed." They are demanding
total communication. They are demand-
ing legitimate education.

In our own experience, the addition
of good English signs and fingerspelling
along with our speech, re-established a
whole family balance. if them was no
other reason in the world for going to
the effort of learning this skill, that
would have been enough. However,
Lizabeth's acquisition of language ac-
celerated, reading comprehension accel-
erated; speech improved greatly, and
lipreading was enhanced. Education was
facilitated immensely.

In my own reading and questioning of
authorities, I have never becorn.1 aware
of research to establish that supplement-
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ing speech and lipreading, with signs and
fingerspelling, will impede speech and
lipreading skills. There is however re-
cent research to indicate the opposite.
What I am trying to express even appears
in the Random House Unabridged Dic-
tionary; Language is defined as "com-
munication of meaning in any way",
and communication is "the imparting or
interchange of thoughts, opinions, and
information by speech, writing or signs."
So it is very difficult for a parent to
understand why we can be sentenced to
such frustrations and limitations for our
child and ourselves.

I know you will agree that if one is
to understand and make intelligent deci-
sions on any subject, he must be exposed
to it on every level. Because of this
basic tenet it is incomprehensible to
me that parents are not urged, indeed
pressed into repeated rubbing-of-elbows
with deaf adults. The more numerous
the associations, in a gamut of informa-
tional atid social situations, the more
practical and likely the understanding

. not to mention the meaningfulness
to the deaf child, growing up in a fam-

ily that has deaf friends. If one is to
project to the future so as to establish
reasonable expectations, it is inconceiv-
able that parents remain so segregated
from the deaf adult, or only cross paths
with a few token ones.

It is even more incredible that there
exist professionals who do not have con-
tinual exposure to deaf adults; do not
claim one deaf friend after years in the
field; do not know how to communicate in
the language of signs and/or fingerspell-
ing; and indeed, if my sensibilities do not
deceive me, are actually discomforted
in the company of deaf children who
have become adults.

These are simple observations arising
basically from realities of experience
rather than from recommended readings.
I realize that the communicative comfort
that has happened to us could possibly
be construed as unique to our own fam-
ily. But I cannot honestly accept this
contention. We have worked hard to
resolve our problems and I believe there
should be ways of sharing what we have
learned.


